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CONTROL PANEL

CLOUD SECURITY SERVICES

 Deep scanning of email traffic by highly effective filters

 Encryption of data traffic and advanced routing of emails

 Better than 99.9 % spam and 99.99 % virus recognition

 Protection against complex and highly evolved threats
 Detection of Ransomware, CEO Fraud and Spearphishing attacks
 Sandboxing and highly innovative forensic analysis engines

 Fully automated, policy-based encryption of emails

 Compliance, transparency and control

 Automated certificate handling

 Consistent email signatures automatically populated with personalized information

 Active directory integration including group-based assignment

 Easiest implementation and import function for HTML disclaimer with WYSIWYG editor

 Fully automated audit compliant email archiving

 Mobile usage and Outlook plug-in

 Full-text search for easy retrieval of emails and attachments

 Full-featured Security & Compliance Suite for Office 365

 Extended functionality and advanced protection mechanisms

 Global Security Dashboard: Real-time attack overview and comprehensive reporting

 Seamlessly integrated Company Security Management for Office 365

 Compliance, email and data security by default

 Company-wide consistent appearance through email signature features

 Continuous availability of email traffic during an email server outage

 Rolling backup of email traffic for the past 3 months

 Fully automated process

Hornetsecurity is the market leader in email security gateways in the german speaking area. Awarded several times as one of the 50 
fastest-growing technology companies in Germany, Hornetsecurity is constantly expanding its global presence through a large number 
of partners and worldwide subsidiaries in Germany, Spain and the USA. More than 35,000 international business customers already 
benefit from the reliable and innovative services of the Cloud Security expert.

 Easily manage clients and partners
 Multi-tenant capability
 Be in control of 100 % of your email traffic


